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Alex Cross's first case since joining the FBI has his new colleagues stymied. Across the country,
beautiful women are being kidnapped-to be bought and sold as slaves. Behind this depraved
scheme stands a shadowy figure known only as The Wolf, a master criminal who has brought a
new reign of terror to organized crime. With Alex's personal life in chaos because of his ex-
fiancée's return and with the FBI's caution testing his patience, Alex has to go out on his own.
For to stalk a ruthless predator without a name or a face, Alex Cross must become a lone wolf
himself...

From Publishers WeeklyUnlike the original Big Bad Wolf, Patterson's newest and arguably most
fear-inspiring villain maims, slaughters and kidnaps victims for purposes of sexual slavery.
Rumored to be a Russian émigré, this shrewd predator has made crime pay so fabulously he
sits atop an empire capable of accomplishing any nefarious purpose, including attacks on the
homes of high-ranking FBI officials. Despite having just joined the Bureau, series hero Alex
Cross winds up hunting the Wolf, which puts his family in peril. Meanwhile, his former girlfriend
decides she wants custody of their young son. Patterson, a master at suspenseful twists and
turns, keeps the action non-stop by constantly shifting among Alex's first-person tribulations and
punchy, objectively told sequences focusing on Wolf, several ultra-wealthy computer chat group
slugs who are taking The Story of O much too seriously, and the chat group members' struggling
victims. The effectiveness of these quick changes is heightened by the use of dual readers.
Theater and TV actor Fernandez has a warm, rich voice that provides Cross with a soulful
dimension often absent from the author's prose, and O'Hare (a Tony Award winner for the hit
play Take Me Out) handles the other chores, satisfactorily running the gamut from Russian-
accented growls to effete simpers. Their all-pro rendering of this smartly paced thriller almost
makes up for the fact that major plot strings are left tantalizingly untied.Copyright © Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.About the AuthorJames
Patterson has had more New York Times bestsellers than any other writer, ever, according to
Guinness World Records. Since his first novel won the Edgar Award in 1977 James Patterson's
books have sold more than 300 million copies. He is the author of the Alex Cross novels, the
most popular detective series of the past twenty-five years, including Kiss the Girls and Along
Came a Spider. He writes full-time and lives in Florida with his family.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.The Big Bad WolfBy James PattersonLittle Brown and
CompanyCopyright © 2003 James PattersonAll right reserved.Chapter OneTHE PHIPPS
PLAZA shopping mall in Atlanta was a showy montage of pink-granite floors, sweeping bronze-
trimmed staircases, gilded Napoleonic design, lighting that sparkled like halogen spotlights. A
man and a woman watched the target - "Mom" - as she left Niketown with sneakers and whatnot



for her three daughters packed under one arm."She is very pretty. I see why the Wolf likes her.
She reminds me of Claudia Schiffer," said the male observer. "You see the
resemblance?""Everybody reminds you of Claudia Schiffer, Slava. Don't lose her. Don't lose your
pretty little Claudia or the Wolf will have you for breakfast."The abduction team, the Couple, was
dressed expensively, and that made it easy for them to blend in at Phipps Plaza, in the
Buckhead section of Atlanta. At eleven in the morning, Phipps wasn't very crowded, and that
could be a problem.It helped that their target was rushing about in a world of her own, a tight
little cocoon of mindless activity, buzzing in and out of Gucci, Caswell-Massey, Niketown, then
Gapkids and Parisian (to see her personal shopper, Gina), without paying the slightest attention
to who was around her in any of the stores. She worked from an At-a-Glance leather-bound diary
and made her appointed rounds in a quick, efficient, practiced manner, buying faded jeans for
Gwynne, a leather dop kit for Brendan, Nike diving watches for Meredith and Brigid. She even
made an appointment at Carter-Barnes to get her hair done.The target had style and also a
pleasant smile for the salespeople who waited on her in the tony stores. She held doors for
those coming up behind her, even men, who went out of their way to thank the attractive blonde.
"Mom" was sexy in the wholesome, clean-cut way of many upscale American suburban women.
And she did resemble the supermodel Claudia Schiffer. That was her undoing.According to the
job's specs, Mrs. Elizabeth Connolly was the mother of three girls; she was a graduate of Vassar,
class of '87, with what she called "a degree in art history that is practically worthless in the real
world - whatever that is - but invaluable to me." She'd been a reporter for the Washington Post
and the Atlanta Journal-Constitution before she was married. She was thirty-seven, though she
didn't look much more than thirty. She had her hair in a velvet barrette that morning, wore a short-
sleeved turtleneck, a crocheted sweater, slim-fitting slacks. She was bright, religious - but sane
about it - and tough when she needed to be, at least according to the specs.Well, she would
need to be tough soon. Mrs. Elizabeth Connolly was about to be abducted. She had been
purchased, and she was probably the most expensive item for sale that morning at Phipps
Plaza.Continues...Excerpted from The Big Bad Wolfby James Patterson Copyright © 2003 by
James Patterson. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be
reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided
by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this web site.From AudioFileIn the
midst of his FBI training, former Police Detective Alex Cross is called in to investigate The Wolf,
an ex-KGB agent turned master criminal, with links to the Russian Mafia, who uses the Internet
to fulfill the fantasies of some of the sickest sociopaths in recent popular fiction. Each of these
well-heeled villains pays megabucks to have his current obsession, male or female, stalked,
kidnapped, and delivered--to him. As the complex plot unfolds, narrators Peter J. Fernandez and
Denis O'Hare offer a variety of stunning characterizations. Alex has clarity and energy, The Wolf
is vicious and sadistic, and the cyber-weirdos, particularly Mr. Potter and the Art Director, are
despicable. Patterson's plot, rife with imprisonment, torture, rape, and murder, gives Fernandez
and O'Hare plenty to sink their teeth into. S.J.H. © AudioFile 2004, Portland, Maine-- Copyright



© AudioFile, Portland, MaineRead more
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A. S., “Great book. James Patterson writes great books. I love his mystery and trillers”

Kathy, “James Patterson does it again. I love reading James Patterson, he keeps me hard to put
down.  This one is a great read.”

Frederick Swavely, “Easy and interesting book to read. Easy and interesting book to read”

Lyndsay Ellen Everman, “Arrived in pristine condition!. The book arrived in pristine condition just
as described!”

Cliff Donovan, “Kept you on the edge of your chair!!. Very well written, It kept you wanting to read
the next chapter!!”

Janellen, “Another Great James Patterson suspense.. I am a great fan of all James Patterson
books. But my favorites contain the detective/psychologist Dr. Cross. Alex Cross is again the
main detective in "Big Bad Wolf" when Cross joins the FBI. I love the crime mysteries and also
that you get to know Alex Cross and his family which is something I look forward to in each of the
books he is featured in. There is Mamma-grandma who raised Alex and then his two small
children as well, who have lost their mother. With each novel Cross finds time for a new love
interest but it never gets in the way of his crime solving addiction aided by some police and FBI
mates. Solving crimes is what Alex Cross is about and the tougher the criminal and the more
unsolvable a case appears the more he is determined to solve it. The police and FBI colleagues
you get to know as well as his family make you feel like you know them all. I think I've read
almost every Patterson novel where Alex Cross is at the center of crime solving, but that's not to
say I like his other books any less. I just like, for now, the blend of family, their involvement, and
police and FBI friends you get to know. You wonder how he does it. You will try, but won't be able
to solve the crimes Alex is assigned. Page turners, all of them. Thank you James Patterson.”

Tim K, “Edge of my seat!. Patterson amazes me the way these books intermingle. I was there the
whole time, right next to Cross step by step.”

JAYESSE, “Slightly bizarre story.. There are many reviews here that detail the storyline. I’d avoid
reading them if you’re new to ‘Cross’ novels.Bottom line to me is that this is slightly different to
the other novels. It reads like a cross between a Bond book and a Paul Finch at his high drama
best.In short suspend your disbelief…accept that there’s a baddie holding the Western world to
ransom…the ransom is remarkably small (that is striking) the baddie seems to work mostly
alone and off you go. The book rushes along until you get to the end and then it gets very
odd.I’m not sure whether Patterson couldn’t come up with a huge finale in scale with the rest of



the story but …’There is our baddie, all on his own’ bang, bang and now he’s dead rings …
what ? Really ? well, it rings a dud note after all the other big set pieces. It’s a yarn…but a quick
and okay read.”

Patricia Walker, “Gripping!. Another excellent read about Alex Cross! This is also very gripping
but gut wrenching at the same time.The characters are, as always, larger than life with some
interesting new additions to the list and the return of old ones too. The storyline is a very dark
one but well worth sticking with.All in all it is definitely a book to read and I'm really looking
forward to the next one.”

Tracey, “The Big Bad Wolf. Under going his orientation to the FBI Alex Cross becomes involved
when a woman is kidnapped in broad daylight. Soon he is caught up in a case that involves the
Russian mafia and no one knows the real identity of the man in charge: The Wolf.This is the first
Alex Cross book I've read, and it won't be the last.I was unable to put it down I was so
engrossed in it. Full of unexpected twists and turns right up to the end this is a fantastic
read.Highly recommended.”

molko, “James Patterson - The Big Bad Wolf. This is the 9th book in James Patterson's Alex
Cross series, and while it could be read as a standalone there's been a lot you've missed out on
if you haven't read from the beginning so maybe start with 
  
Along Came a Spider

  
  
.So in this book we catch up with Alex Cross as he begins working for the FBI having recently
left his job with the Washington PD. Cross is finding it a bit of a struggle, being a little fish in a big
pond is not something he's used to and compared to the other new agents he's got a lot of
experience. Soon enough though his reputation is getting him a lot of preferential treatment from
the higher up's and he's skipping class to work on his first case. A lot of wealthy middle aged
white women are being kidnapped at random for no apparent reason and it's up to Cross to find
out why and who's behind it all. This is where The Wolf comes in, a pretty mean Russian
Mobster who's set up an online group offering to kidnap anyone for his rich clientele for the right



price.While this is going on we also get caught up to date with Alex's home life. The mother of
his youngest son; Christine Johnson is back in Washington and wants custody of little Alex.
Cross however is finding it hard to play FBI agent and spend quality time with his family.This is a
pretty enjoyable book. If you've read Patterson before you'll know what to expect. Not great
writing but writing that will keep you hooked. The short chapters and punchy action scenes will
keep you turning the pages and it's a lot of good fun. A 4* outing for Cross.”

L J S, “The. Big Bad Wolf (Alex Cross book 9) James Patterson. I am currently reading the series
of Alex Cross books. It is a book you want to keep turning the page to find out what happens
next. An excellent thriller thy can be quite graphic in places.”

The book by Patrick O'Brian has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 4,232 people have provided feedback.
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